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among 1952 and 1954, Jean-Michel Mension haunted Saint-Germain-des-Prés as a member of
the mythical Letterist International, direct progenitor of the Situationist International. In a chain of
conversations, Mension recounts this very specific vie de bohème whiled away with man
Debord and a rogue's gallery of demanding drinkers and thinkers. the wealthy iconography
contains lots of Ed van der Elsken's celebrated pictures of "the tribe" and a trove of Letterist
leaflets and posters. A rare, vibrant travel of a second and milieu slightly spotted on the time by
means of the travelers flocking to Saint-Germain for a glimpse of Sartre & Co.Jean-Michel
Mension (b. 1934) later joined the Communist celebration and took part within the Ligue
Communiste.
certainly approximately drinking. seriously, Mension is sort of the alcoholic. man debord
indicates up sometimes. its seven forty, i feel i am gonna have one other beer tonight...
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